On the Way to Inclusive-Fitness

THE GENERATION OF TEENAGERS IS DECISIVE
partly after D. D. Hoffman "The Case against Reality", 2019

1. The fundamental Non-Objectifiability of the Now-of-Creation (Nagual)
necessitates that the Nagual becomes personally experienceable in the form of
resonances and can thus be subjectively objectified.
This is the concept
of 2nd Defluence.
It follows: Our intrinsically evoked Nagual-Resonances act as representatives of
the Nagual in our Mind.
2. The fundamental inability to recognize the world (real reality) ... according to
Hoffman ... is an explicit Intention of Creation for the Furtherance of our
Evolution. It gives our life the Freedom for a permanent Qualification of our
Fitness.
This means: the world that is objectified by us humans is thus not the real reality,
but consists of "Icons" that we humans encode in the interface of space and time.
Meaning:
The reality,
which we make our own
through the 1st Defluence,
is only real through
constructed representatives ("Icons")
... so it is only ...
according to Hoffman's book title
"relatively real".
3. If one puts the results of the two Defluences together, one gets the following
picture:
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The 1st Defluence

The 2nd Defluence

Coded Icons,
as Representatives
of Reality,
create a kind
of Secondary(relative) Reality
of the World

Evoked
Nagual-Resonances,
as intrinsic
Representatives
of the Nagual,
create a subjective
Objectivity of the Nagual.

Basis für den

Basis für den

1st RealityGenerator

2nd Reality Generator

4. In order to be able to practice Co-Evolution, we need the productive cooperation
of the 1st Reality-Generator with the 2nd Reality-Generator. So that this
cooperation can be established, we need two developments:
To A :

The secondary (relative) Reality of the 1st RealityGenerator should be made diaphanous and fluctuating.
Its
Truth-Absolutism
should be disbelieved.
Metaverse and Mixed Reality are the
appropriate tools.

To B :

The evoked Nagual-Resonances of the 2nd RealityGenerator should not only become present as transient
experiences now and then ... e.g., as special emotions ...,
but should be integrated as consequently as possible into
the I of the Person. From this follows:
A stable Nagual-I emerges,
which can efficiently act as a
Director of Interfusions with the Free-Nagual.

5. When the developments of A and B are accomplished, an important shift in the
Mind can be organized:
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Evolution

from the Fitness of Cognition

Elite

Co-Evolution

to Inclusive-Fitness

WE-ALL

The current concept of our "Fitness for Evolution" is based on the principles of
hierarchized better knowledge. The cognitive elite thus automatically becomes the
authoritative decision-maker and helmsman in shaping our future.
However, this concept, which can only function as a top-down dynamic, is
becoming visibly dysfunctional because the cognition elite has focused its 1st
Reality-Generator extremely strictly on rationality of meaning, knowledge and
logic of thinking:
The Elite of knowing-better
is mentally incapable of
accepting and instrumentally
accomplishing a productive
cooperation between the
1st Reality-Generator and
the 2nd Reality-Generator.
As a prognosis: In the 30s / 40s of this century the Teenagers and the YoungAdults will fight a kind of an "orientation war" against the (more and more aging)
representatives of the classical Elite of Cognition. The content of this war is:
Cognitive-Fitness versus Inclusive-Fitness ... i.e., Co-Evolution. The all-knowing
educated citizens will find themselves on the sidelines
6. The new Inclusive-Fitness is based on the following factors:

INCLUSIVE FITNESS
The Nagualization
of the

 Identity / I
 Consciousness /
Reality

Productive
Cooperation of the
1st Reality-Generator
and the 2nd RealityGenerator with
the Now-of-Creation
(Nagual)

Person

Teenager / 2nd Defluence

Society

Young-Adults / Woke-Values

WE-ALL

The
active
Presence
of a
MetaConsciousness

SharedNagual

It becomes clear that completely new factors will come into play here:
The Nagualization of the I
connects itself with
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the Nagualization of the Society
and the Nagualization of the We-All (Humanity).
Thus, I, Reality, Society and Meta-Consciousness enter into a functional union.
From this follows:
The main actor of Co-Evolution
will be a mental Emergence-Team.
This Emergence-Team
consists of two partners:

The
Emergence Team

The Meta-Consciousness /
Shared-Nagual
and
WE-ALL / the creative
Rhizome-Sphere

The entry of mankind (or the Democracies) into the 2nd Axial-Age will depend,
among other things, on whether we succeed in developing this Emergence-Team
and anchoring it socially. We will probably only be able to develop the NagualSystem, which is still to be conceived, on the basis of an efficiently working
Emergence-Team.
The Emergence-Team, which will be the central "operator" for the processes of
Co-Evolution, can only be established if we manage to appoint and foster a
"Change-Agent Tandem" ... i.e., Teenagers (2nd Defluence / Nagual-I) and YoungAdults (Woke-Values / Nagual Mind-Cards). As a sketch:
The
Change-Agent
Tandem

The
EmergenceTeam

Co-Evolution
2nd Axial-Age

7. A From this point of view, it becomes clear how incredibly important it is for our
Future that we actively help the Teenagers to complete the Nagualization of
their I.
This is where it begins ... the process that connects two of the most important
areas of Human-Being so that they can mutually develop for the Better:
Democracy and Society
Identity and Dignity
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